The constitutions and courts both in India and in Pakistan have shown their aspirations and fundamental faith in the federal
Introduction
Federalism in south asia and particularly in india and Pakistan has a different and distinct history because of the efficiency and implementation of their federal plans and democratisation level. The difference in the federal design of the two countries is visible in their constitutional and federal polity. The difference can be measured by the degree of consociation within the federal plans proposed before independence, the constitutions created after independence and their performance.
Federalism and Comparative Law Jurisprudence

Methodology of Comparative Law
Comparative constitutional and political jurisprudence contains groundbreaking insights. J.s. mill introduced the "method of difference" strategy for "controlled comparisons" in two political systems with a similar background and comparative independent variables. 1 in this article, Constitutional machinery Failure in both countries, india and Pakistan, has been compared as an independent variable with reference to their federal constitutional structures. several comparative federal and political studies of south asia, particularly of india and Pakistan, exist, 2 and they provide in-depth background for the development of this article, but in respect of "President's rule" or Constitutional machinery Failure in india and Pakistan there is a scarcity of comprehensive studies. 3 This article specifies the socio-political- York: routledge, 1993) . mill has recommended two strategies for controlled comparisons between two political structures: method of Difference versus method of agreement. he recommends the method of Difference approach is best suited for political structures with a very similar if not identical background and an independent variable is compared which makes the difference between political structures of identical background. The method of agreement approach is best suited for political structures of diverse backgrounds with a similar independent variable. in the case of the federal political structures of india and Pakistan, they both share similar if not identical backgrounds but the federal polity has changed drastically in comparison to each other. if summarized in terms of the constitution, the provisions and impact of constitutional emergency or presidential rule provisions plays a vital role in the development of their diverse federal polity. in the self-rule movements of india and Pakistan and also is the foundation of their respective constitutional make-up. The analysis of federalism is also linked with the aspirational struggle for self-rule.
Federalism and Constitutional Emergency Model
Ferejohn and Pasquino developed two famous emergency models which detail distinct structural models for the exercise of emergency powers: the executive model and the legislative model. 8 on the basis of the proclaiming authority of the emergency (i.e. the executive or the legislature), the classes of emergency powers permissible, the framed time period for the emergency, and the review and control of emergency powers, the two scholars determine whether the particular emergency is based on executive dominance or on legislative checks and balances. on the basis of this classification india and Pakistan both emphatically follow the executive model of emergency which is borrowed from colonial times. There is scholarly literature 9 in political jurisprudence which lays down that any emergencyand particularly constitutional failure emergency -has to be used as the "last resort" in a "time-bound framework" and should be checked and balanced by the legislature. of a constitutional system. 12 With the colonial roots of constitutions in both states the constitution-making bodies were entrusted with a vital responsibility to amend the nature of colonialism from the texture of governing laws and the constitution so that the alleged Constitutional machinery Failure emergency provision could co-exist with the newer format of "federal democratic republics of india and Pakistan. "
Pre-Independence
Constitution-Making Process in India and Pakistan and Development of Emergency Model in India and Pakistan, 1950 Onwards
india and Pakistan have a shared history, they both gained independence from British Colonial rule by the same act -the indian independence act 1947.
13
although the division of British india was along religious lines, 14 the legislative history and legacy is shared by the two countries. Prior to independence, the governing constitutional document was goia 1935 until both countries formulated their own constitutions through their respective constituent assemblies. india became a republic on January 26, 1950 after intensive work of the Constituent assembly for almost three years (well compiled in the Constituent assembly Debates 15 ). The indian constitution-making process was the cornerstone of india's polity and constitutionalism.
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Warped Federalism, DaWn, march 29, 2008 DaWn, march 29, (may 13, 2017 , available at http://www.dawn.com/ news/955152 ("From the days of the first governor general, Warren hastings, until 1937, the subcontinent was ruled as a unitary state by successive governors general. on Fools' Day that year, the government of india act 1935 went into force, granting autonomy to the provinces of British india. What was given by one hand was taken away by the other in the very same statute. section 45 empowered the governor general to show his council of ministers the door and assume direct governance at the centre. section 93 conferred similar power on governors of the provinces. in both cases, the pre-condition was an honest belief 'that a situation has arisen in which the government... (of the federation or of the province) ... cannot be carried on in accordance with the provisions of this act'").
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The indian independence act 1947 (1947 c. 30 (10 & 11. geo. 6) ) was formulated and received assent on July 18, 1947. it is an act of Parliament of the uK which parted two independent dominions, india and Pakistan, with several small territorial units, free to join any one of them or stay independent and sovereign. Constitution and Constitutionalism 1956 , 1962 and 1972 -1973 in The foundational promise behind the idea of Pakistan is federalism, 23 but in reality Pakistan is still struggling to find its bedrock of federalism in the Pakistani polity because of the existence of various so-called "democratically autocratic" and "autocratically democratic" military and civil government rule. The climate in Pakistan has remained authoritarian and centripetal despite the apparent federal claims and aspirations of the first two constitutions of Pakistan (the 1956 and 1962 constitutions) in particular. unlike india, Pakistan failed to devise the institutional arrangements of power-sharing and accommodate its diversity at different levels of the polity, Constitution (Thirteenth amendment) act 1997 (act no. i of 1997), the statement and object of reasons for adopting it is as follows: "in order to strengthen parliamentary democracy it has become necessary to restore some of the powers of the Prime minister which were taken away by the Constitution (eighth amendment) act 1985. " 26 no doubt in whatever form hints of federalism can be found in today's Pakistan, it is largely because of the Constitution of Pakistan 1972, which is why m. Waseem 27 classified Pakistan into Pre-Federalisation (1947 -1971 and Federalisation (1971 onwards).
Rule of Colonial Instrument (GoIA 1935) as Interim Constitution in Pakistan to Suppress Federalism
Federalism and Constitutional machinery Failure emergency provision has an interesting development in Pakistan. at independence, Pakistan incorporated the government of india act 1935 as its interim constitution, thus sec. 45 automatically found its scope in the "asymmetrical federal polity" of Pakistan. in the constitutionmaking process, an identical provision to sec. 45 of goia 1935 was also incorporated. under this interim constitution, the centre maintained a dominant role over the provinces right from the beginning. The dismissal of the Khan sahib ministry in the north-West Frontier Province on august 22, 1947, m.a. Khuhro on april 20, 1948 in sindh, mamdoth's on January 25, 1949 and Fazl-ul-haq's in 1954 in east Pakistan (under sec. 92-a of the 1935 act), despite the fact each government enjoyed a majority in its assembly, were a reflection of the federal principles the country was founded on; this led to a precedent which later on led the centre government to restore their reserve powers to dismiss provincial ministries. 28 The rise of the military to power in october 1958, march 1969, July 1977 and october 1999 undermined the prospects of federalism and provincial autonomy. The military governments either abolished the prevailing constitutions (october 1958 and march 1969) or suspended them completely or partly (July 1997 and october 1999) , collapsing the basis of federalism. under military rule Pakistan became a totally centralised state, because military government was not subject to any Constitution and was supreme authority for both federal and provincial systems although the official sources continued to describe the country as a federal state. 
The Constitution of Pakistan 1956: A Failed Attempt of Federalism
The Constitution of Pakistan 1956 was the first hope for constitutionally established federalism in Pakistan, but because of strongly centralised themes like "one unit system" and "Parity Formula, " 29 hope remained only in words. The Constitution of Pakistan 1956 proclaimed the Federal islamic republic of Pakistan under art. 1, but actually the Constitution was based on goia 1935 with firmer centripetal bias; in addition to the division of subjects in lists, provisions such as art. 193 ensured arbitrary constitutional emergency powers to the Central government. other than that, the Central government gained the power to make laws in matters of the state under arts. 107, 108 and 191, and even administratively provinces were under strong domination from the centre (arts. 125 and 126). unlike art. 45 of goia 1935 and art. 356 of the Constitution of india 1950, art. 193 30 ensured that imposition of Constitutional emergency could only be done on the "receipt of governor, if the President has [been] satisfied that the situation cannot be carried on in accordance with the provision of the Constitution. "
The Constitution of Pakistan 1962: Federalism Only in Words Not in Actions
The Constitution of Pakistan 1962 referred to federalism in the Preamble, not in art. 1 as the previous Constitution of 1956 had done. on the one hand, the Constitution of Pakistan envisaged the residuary power of law-making in the provinces, but it ensured that the provinces did not reach the position to use such powers. The Constitution was an attack on federalism as it made the presidentappointed governors the heads of provincial governments and provided provisions such as art. 131(2) by which the centre government may as per the national interest in respect of the security of Pakistan have overruling power to make and execute laws 29 The one unit system was adopted in 1954, in which Pakistan was divided into two zones: east and West Pakistan, so that any voice raised for rights and autonomy from West Pakistan could be controlled with one stronger unit from east Pakistan, which was mainly Punjab followed by the smaller states. The one unit system was also supplemented with the parity formula so that in the national assembly of Pakistan, centralised superiority could be ensured.
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Constitution of Pakistan 1956, art. 193(1) : if the President, on receipt of a report from the governor of a Province, is satisfied that a situation has arisen in which the government of the Province cannot be carried on in accordance with the Provisions of the Constitution, the President may by Proclamation -(a) assume to himself, or direct the governor of the Province to assume on behalf of the President, all or any of the functions of the government of the Province, and all or any of the powers vested in, or exercisable by, anybody or authority in the Province, other than the Provincial legislature; (b) declare that the powers of the Provincial legislature shall be exercisable by, or under the authority of, Parliament; (c) make such incidental and consequential provisions as appear to the President to be necessary or desirable for giving effect to the objects of the Proclamation, including provisions for suspending in whole or in part the operation of any provisions of the Constitution relating to anybody or authority in the Province: Provided that nothing in this article shall authorize the President to assume to himself, or direct the governor of the Province to assume on his behalf, any of the powers vested in, or exercisable by, a high Court, or to suspend either in whole or in part the operation of any provisions of the Constitution, relating to high Courts. in matters of the provinces too. interestingly, the second Constitution of Pakistan 1962, under art. 74, 31 provided wide-ranging powers to the provincial governor to dissolve the Provincial assembly; such dissolution could take place even in matters of differences between the governor and the assembly, the only requirement for this was assent from the national Conference and the President's concurrence. art. 30 of the Constitution of Pakistan 1962 widened the emergency Proclamation provisions, which included any imminent danger that threatened the security of Pakistan, because of war or external aggression, while in respect of the provinces emergency could be declared on the basis of security or economic life having been threatened by internal disturbance beyond the power of a provincial government to control. Thus, with the joint impact of arts. 30 32 and 74 the Provincial assembly could be dissolved if there was conflict between the governor and the Provincial legislative assembly, decided in favour of the governor by the national Conference, approved by the President and in regard to internal disturbance beyond the control of the provincial system.
The Constitution of Pakistan 1972: A Hope of Federalism by Redefining Constitutional Failure Emergency Model in Pakistan
The natural growth of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973 was hampered by two military takeovers, in July 1977 and october 1999. These coups strengthened centralisation and hindered the evolution of the Constitution to respond to the changing political, economic and developmental demands of the provinces. The Constitution of Pakistan 1972 did not contain a Provincial list; it contained the Federal list of 67 subjects and the Concurrent list of 47 subjects. Part X of the Constitution of Pakistan 1972 made special mention to "emergency Provisions" in six broad articles, arts. 232 to 237; wherein art. 234 specifically mentions, "Power to issue proclamation in case of failure of Constitutional machinery in a province, " which details the procedure as:
(1) if the President, on the receipt of a report from the governor of a Province is satisfied that a situation has arisen in which the government of the Province cannot be carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution, the President may, or if a resolution in this behalf is passed 31 Constitution of Pakistan 1962, art 74: Where a conflict on a matter has arisen between the governor of Province and the assembly of the Provinces; the conflict has been referred to the national assembly in accordance with this article for decision, the national assembly has decided the conflict in favor of the governor; and the President has concurred in the dissolution of the Provincial assembly by the governor may dissolve the assembly of the Provinces. by the each house separately shall, by proclamation (a) assume to himself or direct governor to assume on his behalf all or any of the functions of the government of the province… 33 Though the most damaging features of the amendment were done away with by the 13 th amendment, they made a spectacular comeback in the 17 th amendment, then again neutralised by the 18 th amendment 2010.
Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan 2010: A Symbol of Real Change in Constitutional Failure Emergency Model and Federalism in Pakistan
The 18 th amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan has been an astonishing change for the establishment of self-rule and shared rule. some cardinal changes in favour of federalism brought about by the 18 th amendment are reproduced as follows. The amendment increased the membership of the senate, resulting in raising more voices for the provinces; presidential power to appoint the governor was altered such that it could be done as per the aid and advice of the Prime minister; art. 144 added to the powers of the provincial legislatures which were now empowered to amend and repeal laws made by the Parliament which has legislated with the consent of one or more provincial assemblies -such a change is unprecedented in the history of federalism in south asia, because the Constitution of india still does not empower the provincial legislatures to do likewise. 34 additionally, the 18 th amendment abolished the concurrent list and instituted the residuary power of law-making exclusively in the provinces, which is also unprecedented in south asian federalism; 35 it established the Council of Common interests, the national economic Council, the national Finance Council and vested the ownership of mineral and natural gas resources in the joint ownership of the province and the centre, again something that is unprecedented, and remarkable, all to establish the federal bedrock in Pakistan. in respect of constitutional emergencies, the 18 th amendment, Constitution (eighteenth amendment) act 2010 36 provides art. 234. The original article in the 1972 Constitution used the phrase "on the receipt of a report from the governor or otherwise, " and the original article also paved the way for the resolution 33 syed mujawar hussain shah, Federalism in Pakistan: Theory and Practice (islamabad: Quaid-i-azam university, 1994) .
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Constitution of india 1950, art. 252: Power of Parliament to legislate for two or more states by consent and adoption of such legislation by any other state. art. 252(2) further clarifies that any act so passed by the Parliament may be amended or repealed by an act of Parliament but shall not be, as respect any state to which is applies, be amended or repealed by an act of the legislature of that state. to be approved at the "joint sitting, " 37 replaced by the phrase "by each house. " These changes are welcome, but provisions like art. 234 in the name of Constitutional emergency have been invariably used in Pakistan (as well as in india) as a weapon against the provinces, particularly those governed by parties opposed to the federal government. subsequently, the 8 th amendment to the Constitution 1972 empowered the President to dissolve the provincial (as well as federal) assemblies and governments on his own initiative. The enjoyment of the presidential right to dissolve the centre government (in 1988, 1990, 1993, 1996) under sec. 58-B ultimately dismissed all four provincial governments too, including the one that remained in opposition to the centre. now the emergency Proclamation cannot be introduced until and unless the governor has recommended it, which requires the backing of a resolution by the provincial legislature and within ten days it has to be approved by both houses of the Parliament.
Constitution of India 1950 and Influence of Government of India Act 1935
Constitutional machinery Failure emergency in india is detailed under art. 365 of the Constitution of india, which is reflective of the approach and intention of sec. 45 of goia 1935 that provides a system for the Failure of Constitutional Machinery for the federation in Part ii, Chapter v of the act. sec. 45 provided power to the governor general to issue a proclamation, if satisfied that the situation had arisen in which the government of the federation could not be carried on in accordance with the provision of the act. an identical provision existed in goia 1935 regarding the government of the federation under sec. 93. it is to be noted that goia 1935 was in reply to the demand by the Congress Party for constitutional reform and self-government in imperial india, thus reasonable caution was maintained there, so that the demands of the Congress Party were met while keeping the interests of the British government well protected. art. 12(1) of goia 1935 is an example of such caution and protectionism in favour of imperialismthe governor general shall have special responsibility in "(a) the prevention of any grave menace to the peace or tranquillity of india or any part thereof. " This section (12(1)) must be read along with sec. 102, which empowered the governor general to make an emergency Proclamation. The reasoning behind secs. 45, 93, 12(1) and 102 was to keep the governor general at the apex and supreme authority, and no popularly elected government by any stretch of the imagination will have any say Id. substituted by the words "by each house separately. " 38 sec. 93 of goia 1935 was mutatis mutandis in which "governor of Provinces" and "government of Province" were substituted for "governor general" and "government of Federation, " respectively. against the governor general. in the form and in the name of constitutional reform such provisions actually made a mockery of the principle of responsible government and constitutionalism. under sec. 45 the "satisfaction of the governor general" was not justified, thus the grounds on which the governor general's satisfaction was reached that the constitutional machinery had failed was unexplained by the act. similarly, although the chapter under which secs. 45 and 93 were instituted is titled "Provisions in the case of failure of Constitutional machinery, " the language under secs. 45 and 93 was as broad to include "that a situation has arisen in which the government of the federation cannot be carried on in accordance with the provisions of the act. " even though the power under secs. 45 and 93 was so great and emergent in nature, it was never referred to as "emergency Provision, " rather it was referred to as "Provisions in the case of failure of Constitutional machinery. " only sec. 102, in its marginal notes, referred to it as the "power of the Federal legislature to legislate if an emergency is proclaimed. " sec. 102 paved the way for arts. 352 and 353 in the Constitution of india 1950, under the heading of "emergency Provision, " and rightly so secs. 45 and 93 paved the way for arts. 355 and 356 under the same heading.
There is no doubt that such provisions are needed in any workable democratic structure and particularly when a democracy is embarking upon a federal structure through a constitutional set-up. But the correct drafting was needed when the transformation of secs. 45 and 93 into art. 356 was taking place in the constitutionmaking process. First and foremost, what was needed was that if secs. 45 and 93 are transformed into art. 356 as "emergency Provision" and as "provision for failure of Constitutional machinery," then the intentionally kept broad language and misinterpreted secs. 45 and 93 have to be kept within constitutional limits. The reasons for keeping almost the identical language in art. 356 as was found in secs. 45 and 93 is beyond explanation. secs. 45 and 93 were an intentional step by the imperial legislature to keep every element of the federal polity and responsible government under direct control and check by the governor general. There is no space for such broad terms as "if satisfied" or "a situation has arisen in which the government of the federation cannot be carried on in accordance with the provisions of the act." such broad terms make federalism dilute itself and authoritarianism dominate to a large extent.
Constitution-Building Process and Debates on Constitutional Failure Emergency Model in India
The Draft Constitution of india 39 was submitted to the President of the Constituent assembly of india by Dr ambedkar, with the changes that the Drafting Committee 39 Prepared by the Drafting Committee and published under the authority of the Constituent assembly of india, 1948. thought desirable in the footnotes of the draft constitution. 40 arts. 277 and 278 in Part Xiii of the draft constitution were titled "emergency Provisions. " amazingly, and contrary to the letter of Dr ambedkar, these articles were sidelined, but no footnote was there for the changes made by the Drafting Committee. Dr h.m. seervai, in his valuable book Constitutional Law of India, 41 has shown his amusement at the absence of any footnotes with these articles in the draft constitution.
Principle and Application of Constitutional Failure Emergency Model in India from 1950 to 2016
The Constitution of india 1950 prescribes the provision in case of failure of constitutional machinery in states under art. 356, as per the article: "if the President, on the receipt from the governor of a state or otherwise, is satisfied that a situation has arisen in which the government of the state cannot be carried on in accordance with the provision of the constitution, the President may by proclamation…" The provision is similar to the parent provision under sec. judicial review of the proclamation would lie 42 as held by the nine-judge decision of the supreme Court on any grounds upon which an executive determination which is founded on "subjective satisfaction" can be questioned. This part is dealt with in detail in the next paragraphs. other than that, art. 257(1)(2)(3) empowers the union government to give directions to a state as therein provided non-observance of which would result in conceiving that the constitutional machinery has failed in the state, as per art. 365. in this respect art. 355 also places the duty on the union to protect every state against external aggression and internal disturbance and to ensure that the government of every state is carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. This duty acts as a justification for exercising the 40 Dr ambedkar submitted the Draft Constitution with a covering letter he wrote inter alia, " [T] here were however some matters in respect of which the Drafting Committee felt it necessary to suggest certain changes. all such changes have been indicated in the Draft by underlining or side-lining the relevant portions. Care has also been taken by the Drafting Committee to insert a footnote explaining the reasons for every such change. " Draft Constitution of india, p. (iii (2) with art. 234 and observed that the constitutional bar on the judicial review of the proclamation will not cover the proclamation without jurisdiction, coram non judice or mala fide and superior courts will have jurisdiction to examine a proclamation from three jurisdictional aspects. Justice saeeduzzaman siddiqui while pronouncing the important judgment held the constitutional spirit above the man-made constitutional mandate. Pakistan's struggle for the establishment of a meaningful "federal democracy" with the "rule of law" and an "independent judiciary" has seen a chain of arbitrary emergency Proclamations (by civilian as well as military executives) of both national emergency and Constitutional machinery Failure emergency along with the suspension of the Constitution through military coup; but it has also seen the spirited reaction of the Pakistani citizenry, lawyers and the judiciary through several landmark judgments of the supreme Court of Pakistan. The supreme Court responded after article 1 of the Constitution admits Pakistan is an islamic republic having federal character… and in such a system federation the division of power between the federation and its units must yield to supreme interest of unity and solidarity of the federation, federation must possess necessary power to intervene but this power in any way must not destroy the equilibrium between federation and federating units and their autonomy. to determine that the state should be cautious when invoking art. 234, as it is an exception and emergency mechanism. Justice Qayyum strongly observed that:
[o]n the language of article 234 it is apparent that the power granted to the President under article 234 is not unbridled and uncontrolled, firstly it can be reviewed that the President may be satisfied and secondly that the satisfaction must be that the affairs of the Province cannot be run in accordance with the constitution, such satisfaction must be more than his personal opinion.
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Contrary to the case in india, in Pakistan presidential satisfaction is not subjective, rather it is objective, and such satisfaction must be based on some materials having a nexus with the purpose of art. 234; the court can review the materials submitted before the President and satisfaction obtained out of that. in many ways the judgment of the Pakistani court was influenced by the judgment of the indian supreme Court in S.R. Bommai v. Union of India 57 and particularly by the opinion of Justice P.B. savant. in both judgments the Court made it clear that any violation of the Constitution will not be qualified as Constitutional machinery Failure, whether permanent or temporary there has to be a constitutional deadlock and the imposition of art. 234 has not be the only remedy left to break the deadlock, and whether the government has made an attempt or not to use the alternative remedies is also a subject of judicial scrutiny. The facts of Mian Manzoor Ahmad Wattoo v. Federation of Pakistan and Others is an interesting situation. in this case, the petitioner has pointed out that the Cabinet headed by the petitioner comprised of 225 ministers and 224 advisors out of whom 14 ministers and 4 advisors resigned. There is nothing on the record to show that these resignations resulted in impairment of the functions of the government of Punjab in any manner. as already observed, resignations of ministers are by itself not a ground for arriving at the conclusion that a situation had arisen where the affairs of the Province cannot be run in accordance with the Constitution. even on factual plain therefore it is not shown that on account of resignations of the ministers a Constitutional breakdown had occurred or that the functioning of the government had been impaired. Thus the court pointed out that on the basis of mere resignations of some of the ministers from the Provincial Cabinet the functionaries of two governments could have come to the conclusion that the affairs of the Province cannot be run in accordance with the Constitution where there was no deadlock, impasse or breakdown of Constitutional machinery even temporary in the Province. submitted by the union Council of ministers or the union home ministry. Thus the satisfaction as well as the proclamation are in the hands of the union Council of ministers headed by the Prime minister. more so, in Rameshwar Prasad (VI) v. Union of India 61 the supreme Court also established that the sufficiency or the correctness of the factual positions indicated in the governor's report is not open to judicial review. The truth and correctness of the materials cannot be questioned by the court nor would the court go into the adequacy of the materials, and it would also not substitute its opinion for that of the President. interference is called for only when there is a clear abuse or misuse of power, and the court will make allowance for the fact that the decision-making authority is the best judge of the situation.
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The supreme Court of india has remained critical in determining "whether or not the situation has arisen that the government of the state cannot be carried out in accordance with the constitution. " The Court has followed rameshawar Prasad's principle of minimalist interference in respect of the particularities of the report rendered to the President for his satisfaction by the governor, or otherwise, but the court can interfere when there is no connection reflecting Constitutional machinery Failure as in the case of the suspension of a state government because the Chief minister belongs to a particular caste or creed.
63 State of Rajasthan v. Union of India 64 has an interesting interpretation where Chief Justice Beg expressed his views that indian federalism has "watered down" national integrity, but this view does not express the intent of the makers of the Constitution. The very fact that the framers enacted a federal constitution with a parliamentary form of government for the union and the states shows that internal sovereignty was to be divided between the union and the states. a literal construction of the broad general words of art. 365 which would enable the union executive to cut at the root of the democratic parliamentary form of government in the states must be rejected in favour of the construction which would preserve that form of government. The exercise of this power must be limited to "a failure of constitutional machinery, " that is, to preserving the parliamentary form of government from internal subversions, or from a deliberate deadlock created by a party or a group of parties, or from a deadlock arising from an indecisive electoral verdict which makes the carrying on of government practically impossible. 65 Thus although it is difficult to list just when the power under art. 356 can be exercised, it is possible, negatively, to state the situations in which the power cannot be exercised. on the basis of the facts of the Rajasthan case, Chief Justice Fazal ali summarised that the satisfaction of the President is subjective, and if on these facts the President Id. at para. 22. 65 seervai 1991, at 3092, paras. 4, 5. was satisfied that action under art. 356 was called for, and the legislative assemblies should be dissolved and fresh elections ordered, could such a conclusion be said to be unreasonable or malicious or based on extraneous consideration… The Court decided negatively.
The justiciability of the proclamation issued under art. 356 was established by the 44 th amendment, but it is still disputed as to its scope and application. The question was widely discussed by the panel of nine judges 66 in multiple opinions in S.R. Bommai v. Union of India 67 in which all of them agreed on the justiciability and judicial review of the proclamation whereas there was wide disagreement on the "extent of justiciability. " Justices ahmadi and K. ramaswami were of the opinion that the advice rendered by the Council of ministers is not immune from judicial review, while Justices verma, Dayal, sawant and Kuldeep were of the opinion of limited judicial review of the proclamation and advice so rendered is outside the purview of review. however, the majority viewed that any grounds upon which an executive determination is founded on "subjective satisfaction" can be questioned:
( 1) (3) if the proclamation is issued with "malice" it will also render satisfaction as "no satisfaction"; the proclamation can be challenged only on grounds of legal mala fide or high irrationality in exercise of the discretionary power to issue a proclamation [Justices sawant, Pradhan, Jeevan reddy and agarwal 70 ]. Thus, whenever the constitutionality of a proclamation is challenged it becomes necessary that the union must produce the materials on which such action has been taken [Justices sawant, Jeevan reddy and agarwal 71 ]; (4) on the submission of the material which has rendered satisfaction, the court will determine whether the material is "relevant to the action, " the court will not look into the "correctness of the material or its adequacy. " But before calling upon the union to produce the material the court must find a "strong prima facie" case that the proclamation is unconstitutional, and the court shall record the reason for ordering so. 66 ahmadi J., Yogeshwar Dayal J., verma J., sawant J., Kuldeep J., K ramaswami J., Jeevan reddy J., Pradhan J., aggrawal J. 
Lessons from Comparative Federalism with Reference to Constitutional Machinery Failure (Emergency) in India and Pakistan
The Bommai judgment is a "watermark of judicial review" in respect of constitutional failure emergencies on both sides of the border; the indian as well as the Pakistani supreme Court has often quoted from the judgment. as observed by soli J. sorabjee, "[This] is a very salutary development and will go a long way in minimizing the onslaught on the state. " 72 on this basis the indian supreme Court has laid down several instances as permissible proclamation or as impermissible proclamation. These judgments have guided the judiciary in Pakistan too to restrict arbitrary actions of state machinery in the name of constitutional emergency.
Both art. 234 of the Constitution of Pakistan and art. 356 of the Constitution of india use the phrase "the government of a state cannot be carried on in accordance to this constitution". in the Bommai case, Justices sawant and Kuldeep contemplated that there must be such a situation where the governance of the state is not possible by any alternatives. The word "cannot" emphatically describes a situation of impasse. if a remedy is available, then an emergency Proclamation will not be used. This also justifies the aspiration of Dr ambedkar, who played an instrumental role in shaping the indian Constitution and particularly art. 356, claiming it to be "a dead letter" and "would never be called into operation. article 234 is necessary to preserve the system but the exercise of this power, which undoubtedly has far reaching and drastic consequences is not left by the framers of Constitution totally unbridled and uncontrolled… where it is discovered that the power has been exercised either outside the scope of Constitutional provision, or tainted with mala-fide or power has been exercised to achieve objects not contemplated in the Constitution, the Court has to scrutinize it.
But indian courts have adopted the principle of limited judicial review of the proclamation, claiming the satisfaction of the President in india is to be reviewed subjectively only. The correctness or adequacy of the materials on which such satisfaction has been based is not subject to judicial scrutiny, the court will only examine "whether the materials are relevant for the action, if there is a strong prima facie case of its abuse. " on the other hand, in Mian Manzoor Ahmad Wattoo v. Federation of Pakistan and Others the lahore high Court mandated that Pakistan, unlike india, will not follow only the subjectivity Test of the Proclamation but will judge the satisfaction of the President of Pakistan on the materials submitted before him/her objectively too. This judgment was the extension of the Pir Sabir Shah v. Federation of Pakistan and Others guideline which states the existence of a situation in which the government of the province cannot be run in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution cannot be treated subjectively. The satisfaction of the President in this regard must be based on objective conditions justifying the issuance of a proclamation under art. 234. Courts on both sides of the border wanted to establish the legitimacy of judicial review with caution and balance as to prevail between the executive's use of power in an emergency and the arbitrary use of the same power to destroy the federalism which has been the centre theme of the constitution of both countries. Both in india and in Pakistan, Constitutional machinery Failure emergency has taken its distinct route and gone through major changes. Both countries have made this provision to subvert provincial autonomy. 
Reasons and Suggestions
india and Pakistan both claim to be federal, both believe in their claimed federalism; contrary to that, both countries have watered down the elements of federalism for the aspiration of national integration and centralised co-ordination. The constitutions of india and Pakistan have shown their fundamental belief in Union of States and Federal Islamic Republic, respectively, likewise their struggles for freedom, led by the indian national Congress and the muslim league, respectively. This aspiration has not gained the desired prominence in their respective constitutions, and it was an intentional and deliberate act of the constitution-making bodies of the two states to keep federalism in words and titles as an adjective, but not in spirit. Constitutions both in india and in Pakistan have been guided by their colonial source, goia 1935, which was to keep the provinces within the grip of the centre. The constitution-building process in india and Pakistan deliberately denied changing the colonial instrument of Constitutional machinery Failure emergency and conceived it to remain "a dead letter" and that it "shall not be used. " in this situation, the constitution and polity have been guided not only by their colonial source but also by the colonial mindset to keep shared power only in words and not in actions, to keep provincial units within the overpowering supervision of the centre and yet claiming the country to be "perfectly uniquely federal. " The emergency Proclamation on the basis of Constitutional machinery Failure has been instrumental in ensuring the centre's dominance over the provinces in india and Pakistan, as this power, as in colonial times, remains in the hands of the centre, unchecked, uncontrolled and more often than not even uncared for by jurists, or researchers as a matter for comparative and debated discussions. abrogation of the Constitution of 1956 and 1962 in Pakistan and imposition of Constitutional machinery Failure emergency Proclamations more than one hundred times in india are reflective of abuse of the process in favour of the centre, both in india and in Pakistan. The Constitutional machinery Failure emergency model in india and Pakistan has gone through progressive changes via judicial interpretations in india by the Rajasthan and Bommai cases and the 18 th Constitutional amendment 2010 in Pakistan. This progressive outlook has been influenced by internal misuse of the provision and also by the developments on the other side of the border. The Begum Bhutto judgment influenced the approach of the judges in Bommai, and Bommai's mandate of judicial reviewability of the proclamation gave strength to the judges in Pakistan to maintain its strong impartial and democratic outlook regarding the reviewability of the Pakistani emergency Proclamation in the Pir Sabir Shah and Niaz Ahmed Khan rulings. Post 18 th amendment in Pakistan, there is scope for positive and progressive deliberations in respect of shared power and federalism in Pakistan, which are under scrutiny and research.
The aim of this article is to motivate and provide the base for such comparative researches in india and Pakistan as well as in south asia on the Provincial emergency model. The words of Professor upendra Baxi, referring to the struggle of the Pakistani supreme Court (PsC) has been the guiding force of this article: "The story of baptism by fire of the PsC also makes the community of indian lawpersons a little more uncomfortable in their mimetic modes of doing jurisprudence, which truly ignores the developments next door, in the search for wisdom across the seven seas. " 76
